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Displacement from 17 Tammuz, 16 May
By capturing Al Aribi neighbourhood, ISOF has driven a wedge between the two remaining centres of ISIS
defensive strength in Mosul – 17 Tammuz and the Old City. 17 Tammuz has been isolated and is now being
squeezed by Iraqi forces on three sides – by the army from the north and west and by ERD from the west and
south. Civilians are reported to be displacing in all three directions, but the vast majority are heading west via
Al Harama neighbourhood (also known as Haramat) towards the mustering point at the fuel station on the
Syria Highway. 1000 families are reported to have displaced in this direction over the last 24 hours.

Displacement routes
Al Harama
The main displacement route from 17 Tammuz is via Al Harama and the Syria Road. Several thousand IDPs are
th
reported to have started using this route this morning (16 May). There is a 9 Div. CCP at 36°21′34.33″N
43°03′40.93″E on the outskirts of the neighbourhood, just off the Syria Highway, around 2.5km from the
centre of Tammuz 17. This is the location of the initial mustering point where IDPs board ISF trucks and are
taken the short distance along the highway to the fuel station mustering point at 36°22′53.91″N
th
42°59′50.79″E. On the 15 we were told that security screening will take place at the Al Harama CCP site,
extending the period that people wait there and thus increasing the need for emergency relief at the site.
However, it has not yet been confirmed whether screening has been established here. Some partners are
currently either on their way or have started to respond at this location with bottled water and protection
th
monitoring, which were predicted to be the main needs on the 15 , before this wave of displacement began.

The mustering point at the 9 Div CCP is located beside a white water tower on the Syria Highway. The area does
not receive mortar fire and there is no threat from snipers, although there are UXOs nearby.

There is heavy destruction in Al Harama neighbourhood and no civilians remain.
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N.B. The above map does not show the displacement route of IDPs south through CTS-controlled territory from
17 Tummuz and neighbourhoods nearby.
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Hulaylah
The northern displacement route via Mashirfa and Hulaylah (see Rise report dated May 8 & 9) has seen a
significant reduction in IDP traffic over the last week. This is because Mashirfa and Hawa al Kanisaa are now
empty of civilians; however, the route still offers a safe passage for IDPs displacing out of 17 Tammuz to the
north. Because of the shift in the frontline, ISF trucks are now able to pick up IDPs at a position closer to
Mashirfa – previously they had to walk to an initial mustering point in Hulaylah (this mustering point no longer
th
exists, and nor does the 9 Div. CCP which was in the same location). This greatly eases the strain on civilians.
En route to the fuel station mustering point, at a building in Hulaylah, the trucks stop and the men are
screened by the military intelligence – as before. A military intelligence officer in Hulaylah reported that most
IDPs have been coming along this route at night (he reported 200 individuals during the day and 400 at night
th
on 14 May and roughly the same yesterday). The 9 Division are holding Mashirfa and Hawa al Kanisaa and
reportedly not pushing into 17 Tammuz from the north – this may account for IDPs escaping mostly at night in
this direction.

A pile of grain left by ISIS in Mashirfa. Bread was all people have had to live on for months. However, some
unconfirmed reports have been received from 17 Tammuz of civilian deaths due to starvation.
Al Yarmuk/Al Risalah
The ISOF advance cutting north-east between 17 Tammuz and Al Najjar has caused heavy displacement via
Baghdad Circle from several neighbourhoods over the past week. Al Itsaadien, directly south of 17 Tammuz, is
also reportedly under ERD control and practically empty of civilians. A CTS-controlled mustering point where
IDPs board coaches for transport to Scorpion Junction is reportedly located on the corner between Al Risalah
and Al Yarmuk. Some displacement may well come out of 17 Tammuz in this direction also.
Rise visited the CCP in Al Harama on 15 May and gathered information on what was then an expected
displacement. Water was expected to be the greatest need, particularly as we were told that screening was
planned at the site, which was expected to cause some delay in transporting IDPs to the fuel station mustering
point. Partners are advised to liaise with OCHA’s Mosul office for the latest details on needs and gaps at the Al
Harama site.
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